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a b s t r a c t

Reactive particles that scavenge an undesirable permeate can be incorporated into thin plastic films to
make high performance composite barriers used as packaging materials. A multiscale model is presented
with analytic solutions to the resulting equations to describe blends of non-spherical particles in the
limiting cases of fast and slow reaction rates. These analytic design formulae include predictions for the
permeate flux, time lag and kill time. In particular a quasi-steady permeate flux is quantified, which is
observed at early times when most reactive sites are still available. This flux can lead to significant leakage
eywords:
eactive membranes
ackaging
xygen scavenging

of the mobile species well before the time lag, and it is proposed as a critical figure of merit for the design
of reactive barrier materials. The equation for the quasi-steady flux is valid for reactive particles of any
shape and requires only knowledge of average area to volume ratio for the particles within the blend in
the limit of fast reactions. The time lag is also shown to be valid for any polymer blends, irrespective of
particle geometry, aspect ratio or reaction mechanism within the particle. The ranges of validity of the

d to b
design formulae are foun

. Introduction

Polymers are widely used as packaging materials that pro-
ide chemically tunable barrier properties combined with good
echanical properties and low cost. New polymer barrier materials

hat react or absorb undesirable permeates are being developed for
roducts that are highly sensitive to oxygen or moisture, such as
rganic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) for flexible displays [1–3]. The
haracterization and validation of such reactive polymer materials
s challenging because they would provide barriers with lifetimes
n the order of several years. In practice experiments for charac-
erization would be done on much shorter time scales, and thus

odels are needed to extrapolate to long times to predict barrier
erformance. The main purpose of this paper is to develop such
odels for polymer blends.
Oxygen scavenging polymers (OSPs), like polybutadiene, read-

ly oxidize [4–10]. However, scavenging polymers typically lack
dequate structural properties so they are usually employed as
omposites with polymers such as poly(ethylene terephthalate)
PET) and polystyrene (PS). Polymer blends [11] and multilayer
omposites [12–17] are two possible configurations of interest. Sin-

le layer reactive membranes have been modeled as homogeneous
ystems [18–25], including the case of reactive particles uniformly
ispersed in an inert media. A recent paper by Ferrari et al. [11] pre-
ented a multiscale mathematical model describing the transport
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of oxygen in a blend of spherical OSP particles within an inert poly-
mer matrix. The system of non-linear partial differential equations
was solved numerically over a wide parameter space relevant to
packaging applications.

This paper significantly extends the methodology developed
by Carranza et al. [26] for homogeneous reactive membranes to
derive design formulae for polymer blends. It is also shown that this
analytical approach can be easily adapted for blends to the practi-
cally important case of non-spherical particles. Furthermore, the
methodology is demonstrated to accommodate variations in the
kinetic model within the reactive particle, and in fact the functional
forms of the design equations obtained by asymptotic analysis are
independent of the details of the reactive term in the model equa-
tions. In particular the limits of fast and slow reactions within the
particles are considered here. The derivation of analytical design
equations based on approximate solutions of the non-linear model
eliminates the need for lengthy simulations and provide clear rela-
tionships between critical design parameters and the physical and
chemical properties of the polymer blend. In addition, extraction
of parameters, such as diffusion and reaction coefficients, and sen-
sitivity analyses are made easier with analytical models.

The results in this paper will be developed in the context of oxy-
gen scavenging but in fact are generally applicable to any reactive
permeate and barrier system. Three regimes for the flux of oxygen

were observed in the numerical solutions of the multiscale model.
At early times, an initial quasi-steady-state flux occurs. This leakage
flux, though much smaller than that at true steady state when all
the scavengers have been consumed, is likely the most critical char-
acteristic of such barrier materials. At intermediate times, the initial

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03767388
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/memsci
mailto:rtb@che.utexas.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.memsci.2010.04.029
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(note that in [11] the Damköhler number for the OSP particle is
defined by DaOSP = RkP/Dp = ˚p). These indicate the validity of the
shrinking core model for much of the practical range of physical
parameters. However, as it will be discussed in the next sections,
the specific form of Eq. (4) is only required for the derivation of the

Table 1
Sample calculations for OSP particles and blend for range of parameters used in [11].

kp (cm/s) Dp (cm2/s) R (�m) Lrxn (�m) ˚p ˚b

Base case 8 × 10−5 2 × 10−9 2.5 0.25 10 104
Highest kp 1 × 10−3 2 × 10−9 2.5 0.02 125 367
Low kp 1 × 10−6 2 × 10−9 2.5 20 0.1 12
High Dp 8 × 10−5 2 × 10−8 2.5 2.5 1 104
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the polymer b

lateau gives way to a transient regime with increased oxygen flux,
eading to the final regime, characterized by the time lag, when the
ux approaches its steady-state value. Analytical estimates for the

nitial flux plateau, for the intermediate transient flux, the time lag
nd kill time are presented along with their ranges of validity. The
xtent and nature of the dependence of each regime on the particle
eometry and reactivity is discussed.

. Model description

Consider a membrane composed of reactive particles in an inert
olymer matrix, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The matrix is
ypically an inert polymer with good mechanical properties, such
s poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) or polystyrene (PS), while the
articles are oxygen scavenging polymers (OSPs) such as polybu-
adiene (PB). As the matrix is inert, the reaction is confined to the
cavenging particles. The particles and the matrix are assumed ini-
ially devoid of oxygen. A transport model at the particle-scale is
rst developed and then used to develop a multiscale transport
odel in a film of the blend.

.1. Particle model

The reactive sites within each particle are immobilized and are
onsumed as reaction progresses. Oxygen transport through the
article obeys Fick’s law. Initially, the particles are devoid of oxygen
nd all reactive sites are available. The material balances, initial and
oundary conditions for oxygen and the reactive materials within
spherical particle, for example, are given by

∂Cp

∂t
= Dp

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2 ∂Cp

∂r

)
− kRnCp, (1)

∂n

∂t
= −�̂ kR n Cp, (2)

I.C. : Cp(r, t = 0) = 0, n(r, t = 0) = n0,

B.C. :
∂Cp

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=0

= 0, Cp(r = R, t) = Cm

H
,

(3)

here Cp is the oxygen concentration within the OSP particle, t is
ime, r is the radial position in spherical coordinates, Dp is the oxy-

en diffusion coefficient within the particle, kR is the bulk reaction
ate constant for reactive particle, n is the concentration of reactive
ites, �̂ is the stoichiometric constant relating moles of oxygen to
oles of reactive sites, R is the radius of the OSP particle, Cm is the

oncentration of oxygen in the inert matrix, H = Sm/Sp is the par-
lm and a particle in the limit of fast reaction.

tition coefficient relating the solubility of oxygen in the matrix Sm

to the solubility of oxygen oxidized OSP Sp, and n0 is initial concen-
tration of reactive sites. We will now consider the limiting cases of
very fast reaction and very slow reaction.

2.1.1. Reaction is much faster than diffusion
Do [27] has shown that for cases where reaction is much

faster than diffusion within the particle, i.e., the Thiele modulus

˚p = (R2kRn0/Dp)
1/2 � 1, the shrinking core model is valid. In the

shrinking core model the reaction progresses as a moving front,
consuming the immobilized sites behind the front, and leaving an
unreacted shrinking core ahead of the front. The pseudo-steady-
state concentration at the particle’s moving front and the rate of
change of the core radius are thus given by [11]:

Cp(a) = Cm

H

(
1 + kpa2

DpR

(
R

a
− 1

))−1

, (4)

∂a

∂t
= − �̂ kp

n0

Cm

H

(
1 + kpa2

DpR

(
R

a
− 1

))−1

, (5)

where Cm is the oxygen concentration in the inert matrix, kp is an
effective surface rate constant, a is the radius of the reactive core
and R is the radius of the OSP particle. The effective surface rate
constant in the moving front regime is given by kp =

√
DpkRn0,

as shown in [26]. Sample calculations of the reactive length scale
Lrxn =

√
Dp/kRn0 = Dp/kp, covering the range of values used in

numerical calculations of Ferrari et al. [11], are shown in Table 1
Low Dp 8 × 10−5 2 × 10−10 2.5 0.03 100 104
High R 8 × 10−5 2 × 10−9 5.0 0.25 20 73
Low R 8 × 10−5 2 × 10−9 0.5 0.25 2 231

Lrxn = Dp/kp , ˚p = RkP/DP , ˚b =
√

3�kpL2/DmR H, where Dm = 5.6 × 10−9 cm2/s, H = 1

and L = 250 �m for all cases above.
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Table 2
Reactive sites material balance for various particle models.a.

Shrinking core ˚p � 1 Homogeneous ˚p � 1

Sphere � = V0/A0kp , V0/A0 = R/3 � = 1/kR n0

f (n/n0) = (n/n0)2/3

1+˚p((n/n0)1/3−(n/n0)2/3)
f (n/n0) = n

n0

Cylinder � = V0/A0kp , V0/A0 ∼= R/2 � = 1/kR n0

h0 � R f (n/n0) = (n/n0)1/2

1+˚p(n/n0)1/2 ln ((n/n0)−1/2)
f (n/n0) = n

n0

Disk � = V0/A0kp , V0/A0 ∼= h0/2 � = 1/kR n0

h0 � R f (n/n0) = 1
1+˚p(1−n/n0) f (n/n0) = n

n0
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Dp kRn0, ˚p = Rkp/Dp =
√

R2kRn0/Dp

a Scavenger material balance is given by Eq. (12),
∂n

∂t
= − �̂

�

Cm

H
f (n/n0).

ntermediate times regime, and variations of Eq. (4) can be easily
ncluded in the model.

Eq. (5) can be expressed in terms of the concentration of reactive
ites n, which is proportional to the particle volume according to the
elationship n/n0 = V/V0 = a3/R3, where n0 is the initial concen-
ration of reactive sites, V0 is the initial scavenger particle volume
nd V is the volume of the unreacted core. Thus, the scavenger site
oncentration equation and initial condition are given by

∂n

∂t
= − �̂ kpACp

V0
= −�̂

3kp

R

Cm

H

(n/n0)2/3

1 + ˚p((n/n0)1/3 − (n/n0)2/3)
, (6)

.C. : n(t = 0) = n0, (7)

here A = 4� a2 is the particle surface area at the moving front,
0 = 4� R3/3 is the initial volume of the particle and ˚p = RkP/DP

s the Thiele modulus for the particle, expressed in terms of the
ffective reactive rate constant kp. Equations similar to Eq. (6) can
e derived for shapes other than spheres and are listed in Table 2.

.1.2. Reaction is much slower than diffusion
When reaction is much slower than diffusion, i.e., ˚p � 1, then

he concentration is uniform within the particle and the reactive
ites are consumed uniformly over time [28]. Eqs. (1) and (2) and
he initial conditions reduce to

p = Cm

H
, (8)

∂n

∂t
= −�̂ kR

Cm

H
n, (9)

.C. : n(t = 0) = n0. (10)

.2. Transport in the film

Here a model of the transport in the film of the blend is devel-
ped based on the particle-scale reaction of oxygen with the
cavengers. A schematic of the polymer blend of reactive particles
mbedded in an inert matrix is illustrated in Fig. 1. For packaging
pplications the upstream side is exposed to an infinite source of
xygen at partial pressure (pO2 )0 at time t = 0. This source is typically
ir and the downstream side has vanishing oxygen partial pressure.
he oxygen concentration at the gas/polymer interface is assumed
o obey Henry’s law. The particles are assumed to be uniformly dis-
ributed, in large enough numbers and small enough compared to
he film thickness that average effective properties can be used. The
oncentration profile over the film takes into account the oxygen
onsumption in each particle and the number density of particles in

he film. The non-linear transport equations in the reactive blend,
long with initial and boundary conditions, are given by

∂Cm

∂t
= Dm

∂2Cm

∂x2
+ �

�̂

∂n

∂t
, (11)
rane Science 360 (2010) 1–8 3

∂n

∂t
= − �̂

�

Cm

H
f (n/n0), (12)

I.C. : Cm(x, t = 0) = 0, n(x, t = 0) = n0, (13)

B.C. : Cm(0) ≡ Cm(x = 0, t) = SmpO2 ,

Cm(L) ≡ Cm(x = L, t) = 0. (14)

where Dm is the oxygen diffusion coefficient of the inert matrix and
� is the volume fraction of OSP in polymer blend. The characteris-
tic time � and the generic function of reactive sites concentration
f (n/n0) depend on the reactive model chosen for the particle. For
spherical particles in the limit of ˚p � 1, � = R/3kp and f (n/n0) =
(n/n0)2/3/(1 + ˚p((n/n0)1/3 − (n/n0)2/3)), recovering Eq. (6). In the
limit of ˚p � 1, � = 1/kR n0 and f (n/n0) = n/n0, recovering Eq.
(9). Expressions for � and f (n/n0) for the two different models of
particle-scale and particle shapes are given in Table 2. Note that
Eq. (12) is the generic form of the material balance for reactive
sites, which applies to both the homogeneous (slow reaction) and
shrinking core (fast reaction) models of particles of any shape.

The oxygen flux and the total amount of oxygen permeated are
quantities of interest derived from the solution of Eqs. (11)–(14).
The downstream flux J at time t is given by

J
∣∣
x=L

= −Dm
∂C

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

, (15)

and the total oxygen permeated through the membrane Qt at time
t is given by

Qt =
∫ t

0

J|x=Ldt. (16)

Numerical solutions of Eqs. (11)–(14) reveal three regimes of
interest for the downstream flux (Fig. 2), as has been shown by Fer-
rari et al. [11]. The early time regime is characterized by a fast rise of
the flux, followed by a flux plateau. This quasi-steady plateau even-
tually gives way to a second regime of rising oxygen flux. The third
regime occurs when all the reactive sites have been consumed, and
the flux reaches its final steady-state value. Note that the charac-
teristic times for each regime is independent of ˚p, as shown in
Fig. 2.

The regimes observed in the transient downstream flux can be
mapped to the concentration profiles, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The
early time regime occurs before significant consumption of reactive
sites. Most sites are still available, except for the region very close
to the upstream boundary. The uptake of oxygen in this regime
can be approximated by a simpler first-order reaction, as will be
discussed in the next section. For intermediate times, the concen-
tration profiles can be divided into three zones. The first zone is
predominantly diffusive, characterized by a linear oxygen concen-
tration profile, with all the reactive sites consumed. The second
zone shows a non-linear decay in the oxygen concentration due to
reaction, coupled with a gradual change in reactive sites concen-
tration. In the third zone, most reactive sites are still available, and
the oxygen concentration is vanishingly small, which is consistent
with the downstream boundary condition. A moving front develops
during this regime, leading to the analysis described in Appendix
A to develop predictive equations for this regime. Note that this
is a front moving through the film and not to be confused with
the moving front within the reactive particle illustrated in Fig. 1.
Finally, the third regime occurs when all the reactive sites have
been consumed, and the concentration profile becomes linear over

the whole film. This regime is characterized by the time lag, when
the flux approaches its steady-state value.

The three regimes illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 are observed for
reactive transport in reactive polymer blends as well as homoge-
neous reactive membranes. The analytical solutions for these three
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Fig. 2. Comparison of numerical solution and analytical estimates for the three
regimes relevant to analysis of dimensionless downstream oxygen flux for
� = 0.0023, ˚b = 18 and (a) ˚p = 0.125, (b) ˚p = 1.25 and (c) ˚p = 12.5. Solutions
based on shrinking core particle model (solid line = numerical solution, dashed
line = prediction) and the bulk reaction particle model (dotted line = numerical solu-
t
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e
F

B.C. : Cm(0) Cm(x = 0, t) = SmpO2 ,

Cm(L) Cm(x = L, t) = 0. (18)

Table 3
Analytical predictions of dimensionless flux for early, intermediate and long times
for a reactive polymer blend.

Time interval Dimensional equations

Early timesa J|x=L = 2JSS˚b e−˚b

tonset ≤ t ≤ tSF tonset = �((˚b − 1) H/2�)

Intermediate times J|x=L = bJSS(L/xF ) e−˚b(1−xF /L) , xF =
√

2 � Dm t

tSF ≤ t ≤ � tSF = H�/2��
ion, dash-dot = prediction) are compared. The initial flux plateau (horizontal dashed
ine) is the same for both models and matches closely the numerical solution. Inset
hows the time lag as determined from the numerical solution, using the asymptote
s Qt→∞ .

egimes are derived for polymer blends in the next sections, fol-
owing the framework described in Carranza et al. [26]. Table 3
ummarizes the approximate times for each time region in terms
f the physical parameters of polymer blends for oxygen scaveng-
ng. Similar analysis could be extended to blends targeting other
pecies, e.g. water, by modifying the scavenging behavior accord-
ngly.

. Analysis of early times to estimate initial leakage flux

lateau

At early times, most of the scavenger sites remain unreacted,
xcept those very close to the upstream boundary, as illustrated in
ig. 3. Therefore, the concentration of reactive sites n can be approx-
Fig. 3. Concentration profiles for early, intermediate and long times.

imated by the initial concentration of reactive sites n0. The oxygen
flux in the plateau region of interest is also quasi-steady, and thus,
the oxygen transport equation and boundary conditions become

d2Cm

dx2
− �

�

Cm

H
= 0, (17)
Long times J|x=L → JSS = Cm(0)Dm/L

t > � � = �0(1 + 3/�)

˚b =
√

�L2/Dm� H, ˚p =
√

R2kR n0/Dp , � = �̂ Cm(0)/�n0, �0 = L2/6Dm .

� = 1/kR n0 for ˚p � 1, � = V0/A0kp for ˚p � 1.
a J|x=L ∼= 0 for t < tonset .
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Fig. 5. Dimensionless downstream oxygen flux for � = 0.0023 and various ˚b and
˚p . The values in parenthesis give ˚b and ˚p , respectively, for each case. The plateau
ig. 4. Parity chart for flux plateau comparing numerical solution and analytical pre-
iction for various ˚b and ˚p . The values in parenthesis give ˚b and ˚p , respectively,
or each data point.

his equation, along with the boundary conditions can be easily
olved to show that

m = −Cm(0)
cosh(˛L)
sinh(˛L)

sinh(˛x) + Cm(0) cosh(˛x), (19)

here ˛ =
√

�/�H. Using Eq. (15) for the downstream flux with
q. (19) for oxygen concentration gives the following expression
or the flux:

J
∣∣
x=L

= ˛LJSS/sinh(˛L), or J
∣∣
x=L

∼2˛LJSSe−˛ L for ˛L � 1, (20)

here JSS is the steady-state oxygen flux FluxSS = JSS = Cm(0)Dm/L.
olovyov and Goldman [24] derived a similar equation for the flux
o describe a system with a large excess of reactive sites, as part
f their modified moving front model. Here this model is used to
escribe the flux in the early time regime.

This equation can be expressed in terms of the effective Thiele
odulus for the film of the polymer blend ˚b =

√
�L2/DmH�, i.e.,

he ratio of the length scale of diffusion through the film and the
ength scale of reaction within the particle so that

luxplat = J|x=L = 2JSS˚b e−˚b , (21)

hich is valid for ˚b � 1. This algebraic expression predicts the
nitial flux plateau using physical properties that can be measured
xperimentally. Note that in the limit of ˚p � 1, � = 1/kRn0 as
hown in Table 2, thus making Eq. (21) independent of particle
hape or surface area. In the limit of ˚p � 1, � = V0/A0kp in general
gain regardless of particle shape as shown in Table 2, and thus

b =
√

�A0kpL2/V0DmH. Therefore, the flux given by Eq. (21) is
ndependent of particle shape and depends only on the specific area
0/V0 in the limit of ˚p � 1. In systems where particle shape can-
ot be described by simple geometries, A0/V0 can be determined by
nalyzing images, e.g., by transmission electron microscopy, using
he principles of stereology [29,30]. Eq. (21) is identical in functional
orm in the limit of fast and slow reactions within the particles.
ndeed the existence of the quasi-steady plateau flux is indepen-
ent of the details of the reaction within the particle because at
arly times all the scavenging sites are essentially accessible.

The initial plateau estimate of Eq. (21) was compared to the val-
es obtained by numerical solutions of the polymer blend model
quations and boundary conditions given by Eqs. (11)–(14) for
oth fast and slow reactions. The prediction is in excellent agree-

ent with the numerical solutions for all the cases computed,

s illustrated in Fig. 2 and the parity plot of Fig. 4. The plateau
ux decreases with increasing ˚b =

√
� L2/DmH�, as illustrated

n Fig. 5. The plateau flux is proportional to the steady-state flux
SS = Cm(0)Dm/L, and consequently to the upstream oxygen con-
flux increases with decreasing ˚b , as predicted by Eq. (21). The initial plateau region
is bound by the plateau onset tonset and tSF , as predicted by Eqs. (22) and (23).,
respectively.

centration Cm(0). Increasing Dm increases JSS and decreases ˚b,
leading to an increase in the initial flux plateau. Conversely, increas-
ing L decreases JSS and increases ˚b, leading to a decrease in the
initial flux plateau. The increase in the flux due to increasing Cm(0)
or Dm is expected, since the former causes more oxygen to be avail-
able, while the later enables fast transport of oxygen through the
film, which leads to greater leakage through the film. Likewise, the
decrease due to higher L is also expected, since for thicker films, the
diffusion time is longer, allowing the reaction to occur and, thus,
reducing the amount of oxygen breakthrough at early times.

The onset of the initial plateau tonset can be derived by recog-
nizing that the transient can be modeled as an unsteady first-order
reaction diffusion problem. This tonset is the time lag for an equiva-
lent first-order reactive membrane, given by [26]:

tonset = �
˚b coth(˚b) − 1

2�/H
, or tonset ∼= �

˚b − 1
2�/H

for ˚b � 1. (22)

Note that the second approximate expression for the onset time
retains the constant 1 in the numerator because it is found to be a
good approximation for ˚b as low as 2 or 3.

The initial plateau regime eventually transitions to a fast rise in
the downstream oxygen flux, in a transient regime described in the
next section. The transition between these two regimes occurs at
tSF , the time a steady front has been established. Following the steps
in [26], this time can be estimated by comparing the consumption
of reactive sites within the front volume with the influx of oxygen
into the front volume, and is given by

tSF = �
H

2��
, (23)

where � = �̂ Cm(0)/� n0 is the ratio between dissolved oxygen
and reactive capacity. When the onset of the initial plateau
tonset = tSF �(˚b − 1) occurs before the steady front has been estab-
lished, i.e., 0 < �(˚b − 1) < 1, there is a well defined initial plateau
regime as the cases shown in Fig. 5, and the transient flux approx-
imation described in the next section is valid.

4. Transient flux regime at intermediate times
To determine the transient flux the specific shape of the particle
and the assumed reaction model as embodied by f (n/n0) must be
known. For spherical particles in the limit of ˚p � 1, the concen-
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Table 4
Values of b in Eq. (26) for flux estimate for blends of spherical particles with various
˚p .

˚p = (R kP /DP ) = (R2kRn0/Dp)1/2
b

Homogeneous film 0.653
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w
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i
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0.1 0.514
1 0.581
10 1.54
100 335

ration equations are given by

∂Cm

∂t
= Dm

∂2Cm

∂x2
− 3kp�

R

Cm

H

(n/n0)2/3

1 + ˚p((n/n0)1/3 − (n/n0)2/3)
, (24)

∂n

∂t
= −�̂

3kp

R

Cm

H

(n/n0)2/3

1 + ˚p((n/n0)1/3 − (n/n0)2/3)
. (25)

olutions in the frame of reference of the moving reaction zone
ere developed, as shown in Appendix A, giving the algebraic

xpression for the downstream flux:

J
∣∣
x=L

= bJSS
L/xF

e˚b(1−xF /L) , (26)

here JSS = Cm(0)Dm/L is the steady-state oxygen flux and

F =
√

2 � Dm t is the position of the moving front. Values of b
n Eq. (26), which are listed in Table 4 for spherical particles and
arious values of ˚p, are computed by numerical solutions of the
oving front ODEs, as discussed in Appendix A. Note that the

unctional form of Eq. (26) is valid for a wide range of models, with
pecific values of b computed for each different model. In the limit
f ˚p � 1 the transient result for the homogenous film is recovered
here b = 0.653 [26]. Fig. 2 compares the numerical solution to the
redicted values of the initial flux plateau [Eq. (21)] and the inter-
ediate transient flux [Eq. (26)] using the shrinking core particle
odel [Eqs. (24) and (25)] and the bulk reaction particle model

Eqs. (11) and (12) where � = 1/kR n0 and f (n/n0) = n/n0]. The
raphs show the results for ˚p = 0.125, ˚p = 1.25 and ˚p = 12.5,
here � = 0.0023 and ˚b = 18 for all cases. Note that the results

or the shrinking core particle model and the bulk reaction particle
odel are nearly identical for ˚p = 0.125 and ˚p = 1.25, therefore

oth models can be used in this range of ˚p.
As indicated in Table 3, the transient flux prediction of Eq. (26)

s valid between the time a steady front has been established [tSF
iven by Eq. (23)] to the time before the front has reached the right
oundary, i.e., when most of the reactive sites have been consumed.
ote that for larger ˚p (Fig. 2c) the flux increase from the initial
lateau flux starts before tSF, resulting in a larger deviation from
he predicted values.

. Figures of merit

The prediction of time lag � for a reactive polymer blend was
erived in Ferrari et al. [11], following a method developed by Frisch
31], and adapted by Siegel and Cussler [18] to estimate the time
ag for homogeneous reactive membranes. The expression derived
y Ferrari et al. is given by

= �0(1 + 3/�), (27)

here �0 = L2/6Dm is the diffusion time lag of the inert matrix and

= �̂Cm(0)/�n0 is the ratio between dissolved oxygen and reactive

apacity. This algebraic equation for time lag was obtained assum-
ng spherical particles, but is in fact generally valid irrespective of
he shapes or sizes of the particles, and irrespective of the specific
eaction mechanism within the particles. Note that the time lag
rane Science 360 (2010) 1–8

depends only on the diffusion time scale through the inert matrix,
and the ratio between dissolved oxygen and scavenging capacity of
the blend.

The cumulative oxygen permeate Qt is obtained by the integra-
tion of the downstream flux, per Eq. (16), and can be estimated
analytically by adding the contributions from the initial plateau
regime, see Eq. (21), and the transient regime, see Eq. (26). Thus,
the oxygen permeate can be estimated by

Qt =
∫ tSF

tonset

J
∣∣
x=L

dt +
∫ t

tSF

J
∣∣
x=L

dt

= 2JSStSF ˚b

e˚b
(1 + � (1 − ˚b) + b (e

√
t/tSF − e)) . (28)

For times below tSF, the above equation reduces to the first inte-
gral, 2JSS˚be−˚b (t + tSF �(1 − ˚b)), which is the initial flux plateau
multiplied by t − tonset . The kill time tK, i.e., the time when the
oxygen permeate reaches a predefined max Qmax, proposed as a
transient parameter in [22], can be found by solving Eq. (28) for
time, giving

tk = tSF ln2
[

Qmaxe˚b

2bJSStSF ˚b
− 1 + �(1 − ˚b)

b
+ e

]
. (29)

6. Summary and conclusions

The transport equations for a mobile permeate in a blend of
reactive particles in an inert matrix have been derived to describe
reactive particles of any shape in the limits of fast reaction and
slow reaction. The framework developed to derive analytical design
formulae for homogeneous reactive membranes [26] has been
extended to these reactive polymer blends, illustrating how the
approach can be adapted for models with very distinct reactive
terms. Equations for flux and characteristic times for the three
regimes identified in the numerical solutions have been derived
for the polymer blend. It was found that the details of the reac-
tion mechanism within the particles do not affect the functional
form of the analytic models and only affect the values of known or
easily determined constants in the predictive equations. The tech-
nique presented is broadly applicable and can be easily adapted to
accommodate other particle-scale reaction models.

For the initial regime, when most reactive particles are still avail-
able, the initial plateau flux and plateau onset time tonset can be
determined without knowledge of particle shapes, using instead
the average area to volume ratio of the reactive particles A0/V0,
which can be determined by analyzing images using the principles
of stereology. Likewise, the characteristic time for the interme-
diate regime tSF, which marks the end of the initial flux plateau,
requires only knowledge of A0/V0. One of the critical conclusions
of this paper is the generality of Eq. (21) for the prediction of this
flux. For many packaging applications, the initial plateau flux is the
important design consideration because it characterizes the small
but persistent leakage of oxygen through the barrier. Furthermore,
the calculations for early times do not require the knowledge of
the reaction details within the particle. The value of the down-
stream flux for intermediate times can be predicted analytically
if the particle shape is known. The third regime, when most par-
ticles have been consumed, is characterized by the time lag � and
the steady-state flux, which are completely independent of parti-
cle shape, area to volume ratios, or details of reaction within each
particle.
Traditionally, the time lag, which is independent of reaction rate,
has been considered the figure of merit when designing reactive
membranes, as it marks the exhaustion of the reactive particles.
However, this study suggests that the value of the initial flux
plateau, which accounts for both diffusion and reaction rates, along
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Nomenclature

a radius of the reactive core, cm
A area of scavenging core, cm2

A0 area of scavenging particle, cm2

b constant for moving front flux prediction, dimen-
sionless

Cm O2 concentration in the film, molO2 /cm3

Cm(0) oxygen concentration at the polymer blend film
upstream surface Cm(0) = pO2 Sm, molO2 /cm3

Cp oxygen concentration in the OSP particle,
molO2 /cm3 OSP

Dm oxygen diffusion coefficient of the inert matrix,
cm2/s

Dp oxygen diffusion coefficient for the oxidized OSP,
cm2/s

f(n/n0) reactive sites consumption function for a particle
G variable for moving front analysis, dimensionless

Ĝ = √
2�G

H partition coefficient, H = Sm/Sp

J oxygen flux, mol/cm2 s
kp reaction rate constant for reactive particle, cm/s
kR bulk reaction rate constant for reactive particle,

cm3 OSP/molRS s
L thickness of the film, cm
n concentration of reactive sites, molRS/cm3

n0 initial concentration of reactive sites, molRS/cm3

pO2 oxygen partial pressure, MPa
Qt oxygen permeate, mol/cm2

R radius of the OSP particle, cm
Sm solubility coefficient for oxygen in inert matrix,

cm3(STP)/cm3 MPa
Sp solubility coefficient for oxygen in the scavenging

polymer, cm3(STP)/cm3 MPa
t time, s
tK kill time, s
tonset onset time for the initial flux plateau, s
tSF time when a steady moving front is established, s
V volume of reactive core, cm3

V0 volume of scavenging particle, cm3

x position along film thickness, cm
xF moving front position, cm
ẋF moving front speed, cm/s
∼ denotes dimensionless variables

Greek letters
ˇ OSP capacity, ˇ = n0/�̂, molO2 /cm3 OSP
� time lag, s
�0 diffusion time lag of inert polymer, �0 = L2/6Dm, s
� volume fraction of OSP in polymer blend
˚b effective Thiele modulus for the blend,

˚b =
√

�L2/Dm� H
˚p Thiele modulus for the OSP particle,

˚p =
√

R2kRn0/Dp or ˚p = Rkp/Dp

� reactive sites expressed in terms of moving front
coordinate

� ratio between dissolved oxygen and reactive capac-
ity, � = �̂Cm(0)/�n0
S. Carranza et al. / Journal of M

ith its end time tSF are additional parameters to consider when
esigning packaging materials. For applications where it may be
referable to design a barrier which will remain in the plateau
egion throughout the life of the product, the end of the useful
ife may be determined by the beginning of the transient region
SF instead of time lag �, and the value of the flux plateau can be
sed to determine the total permeate over the life of the product.
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ppendix A.

Following Carranza et al. [26], solutions in the frame of reference
f the moving reaction zone were developed, with solutions of the
orm:

n(x, t)
n0

= �(	), (A.1)

(x, t) = Cm(0)

√
H�

t�
G(	), (A.2)

= x − xF (t)√
DmH�/�

, (A.3)

here �(	) represents the reactive site in the new frame of refer-
nce, G(	) is the self-similar oxygen concentration field, H�/� is the
eactive time scale for the blend,

√
DmH�/� is the reactive length

cale for the blend. The position of the moving front is given by

F =
√

2 � Dm t, (A.4)

here � = �̂ Cm (0) /� n0 is the ratio between dissolved oxygen and
eactive capacity. The leading order equations for the polymer
lend become

d2Ĝ

d	2
− Ĝ f (�) = 0, (A.5)

d�

d	
− Ĝ f (�) = 0, (A.6)

.C. : �(∞) = 1, Ĝ(∞) = 0,
dĜ

d	

∣∣∣∣
−∞

= −1, (A.7)

here Ĝ = √
2�G.

Provided that f (�) → 1 as 	 → ∞, the asymptotic solutions of
hese equations as 	 → ∞ are given by

ˆ = be−	, � = 1 − be−	. (A.8)

Thus, substituting Eq. (A.8) in Eq. (A.2) for concentration in the
oving front regime and using Eq. (15) for flux gives Eq. (26), the

lgebraic expression for the downstream flux. Note that Eq. (26)
unctional form is valid for any model with the asymptote f (�) → 1
s 	 → ∞, regardless of the details of f (�). If f (�) is known, the

alues of b may be computed by solving Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) by
he shooting method using Eq. (A.8) as the initial conditions while
arying b until the condition for matching the asymptotic solutions
f the diffusion zone and the moving reaction zone is satisfied, i.e.,

ˆ (	) = −	 as 	 → −∞ [26].

�̂ stoichiometric coefficient, molRSmolO2
� time scale, � = V0/A0kp or � = 1/kR n0, s
	 moving front coordinate, dimensionless
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